Kista November 9, 2015

Yanzi part of Intel IoT Insights keynote in
San Francisco
Last week Yanzi Networks was one of twelve global partners at the Intel IoT Insights event in San
Francisco, November 3. Yanzi Networks has worked closely with Intel and integrated Intel Quark
SE SOC into the product line of sensors for the Yanzi horizontal wireless Internet of Things
platform.
Yanzi also did an installation of +100 sensors prior the event at the actual venue in less than 30
minutes – all based on the newly launched Intel Quark SE platform. The added intelligence of
Intel Quark SE edge devices will allow Yanzi to scale bandwidth and low power IoT networks,
while preserving the long battery operation time, resulting in industry leading total cost of
ownership of the IoT system for the end customer.
Intel CEO Brian Krzanich opened the event and emphasized the momentum to Internet of Things
from Intel. Brian also highlighted the importance of the partner eco system around IoT in order to
drive momentum and successful customer solutions.
Intel Senior Vice President for Internet of Things, Doug Davis, followed with a keynote where the
Yanzi solution was presented and Doug Davis did a demo on stage showing the on-site
installation of the Yanzi solution in the venue building for the actual event.
The webcast can be found at http://intelstudios.edgesuite.net/151103_iot/archive/archive.html
and the Yanzi presentation & demos starts at 56:10 into the webcast.
“Intel Quark SE SOC provides a powerful hardware accelerated analytics to run on sensors,
leading to a smarter, autonomous IoT edge. This allows for increased scalability, improved
battery life-time, and new capabilities resulting in decreased OPEX and total cost of ownership of
IoT systems for our focus area smart buildings”, says Eva Fors, CEO Yanzi Networks.
Yanzi Networks was highlighted in the Intel press release,
http://newsroom.intel.com/community/intel_newsroom/blog/2015/11/03/new-intel-iot-platformmakes-more-things-smart-and-connected
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About Yanzi Networks
Yanzi Networks has developed an open, fast, robust and evolutionary software and networking
platform for IoT. Yanzi collaborates with the industry’s largest vendors in order to deliver value to
the real estate owners and facility management companies who wish to enter the world of Smart
Buildings. Yanzi Networks AB is a venture backed company with headquarters in Kista, Sweden.
www.yanzinetworks.com
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